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This year marks a year of great change for NZRS.

Following decisions made by the shareholder in 2017, the company’s role 
in operating the .nz registry and domain name system came to an end on 
31 March, with NZRS assets, people, funds, systems and responsibilities 
merging with the shareholder – InternetNZ.

Both in the immediate past year and in the fifteen years the company 
operated the shared registry system and the DNS, there are significant 
achievements to note and to celebrate.

In 2017/18:

• Growth in the register is ahead of forecast. Over the year 23,950 new 
domains were added, above the budgeted 13,299 for a growth rate 
of 3.5% (in line with the ccTLD average reported by CENTR which is 
3.5%)

• There was ongoing development of the Peak Domain Analytics 
product.

• We saw continuous improvement of the .nz Registrar Portal, a 
leading system giving customers deeper insight into their portfolio of 
.nz domain names.

• Our work was celebrated as we were announced as finalists in two CENTR awards – the ‘Above and Beyond 
Innovation Category’ and the ‘Contributor of the Year Category.’

All of this and more was accomplished in an environment of great change, with personnel changes at the 
executive and governance level and all the pressures of a fundamental restructure being handled by the team 
with grace and professionalism.

The company particularly recognises the contribution of long-serving Chief Executive Jay Daley, who finished 
up with the company in January 2018, and Board Chair Richard Currey who stood down from the Board to assist 
with the organisational changes in September 2017. Linda Robertson, David Wright, Mark Vivian and Brenda 
Wallace saw the company through to the 31 March conclusion of its work.
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In the course of its sixteen years as operator of .nz, there are many successes to mark. A few to note:

• We developed and maintained a world-class registry and DNS service for .nz, with stringent availability 
and performance requirements met and exceeded far in excess of our peers. All with the commitment to 
technological excellence, security, quality and care this demands.

• We lead technical research that is recognised and celebrated by peers around the world, and which has 
inspired new and innovative systems such as the nascent Peak Domain Analytics product.

• We saw the successful delivery and development of public good systems and services such as the National 
Broadband Map and the Internet Data Portal – providing accessible and useful information for  
New Zealanders.

• We took the operation of the .nz SRS in-house from outsourced service provider CatalystIT – evolving and 
developing the .nz DNS including through the provision of globally resilient DNS services through offshore 
partners.

• We maintained efficient and careful stewardship of the funds paid ultimately by registrants, maximising the 
efficiency of operations and the financial contribution made to support InternetNZ’s broader goals. 

These highlights represent a proud record of success, but they are not coming to an end. 

The merger with InternetNZ demands even more of us – bringing the talents, experience and insight of our team 
to a new operating model and the chance to contribute even more broadly to building a better world through a 
better Internet, and the ongoing excellence of operation for .nz that the public and our customers demand and 
expect.

As closing Chief Executive and as group Chief Executive of InternetNZ, I offer sincere thanks to everyone who has 
worked in and with NZRS since it was founded in 2002, and pay particular tribute to Jay Daley and Nick Griffin as 
the senior leaders of the staff, and to Linda Robertson, Richard Currey, Donna Hiser (may she rest in peace) and 
Carol Stigley as former Board Chairs, for their work.

I also thank every staff and board member present and past, for their contributions to NZRS’s success, and in that 
wish to single out Dave Baker for his service with NZRS since the beginning, and for his ongoing commitment to 
the company’s work in the newly merged InternetNZ.

To sum it up, NZRS concludes its responsibilities as a company with a proud 
track record. The work continues in a new form, but this chapter comes to 
an end with this final annual report

Jordan Carter 
Director, NZRS and Group Chief Executive
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Registry performance
This year saw 700,00 registered .nz domain names being reached and surpassed.  Over the year 23,950 new 
domains were added, above the budgeted 13,299 for a growth rate of 3.5%, in line with the previous year’s growth 
of 3.95%.

The growth rate was again sustained by registrations directly at the second level, which saw an annual growth rate 
of 9.8% compared to a growth rate of 2.8% for .co.nz.

.nz now comprises 19% of the registry, up from 17.9% a year earlier.

31 March 2018 31 March 2017 31 March 2016

Registrars connected to production (incl DNCL) 91 89 89

Domain names 706,477 682,527 656,607

Net growth 23,950 25,920 24,339

Percentage increase 3.51% 3.95% 3.85%
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Financial Performance
Profit was above budget with a net surplus of $4.685 million versus $4.284 million forecast (2016–17 $4.268 
million).

Dividends totalling $4.728 million (2016-17 $4.334 million) were paid to the shareholder InternetNZ across the  
2017 – 2018 year.

The domain name fee charged to Registrars remained at $1.25 per month.

The company’s balance sheet remained strong, with significant funds invested.  The funds, derived predominantly 
from prepaid domain name fees, are conservatively invested under a low-risk investment strategy of rolling fixed-
interest deposits spread across a number of registered banks.  Yields have remained modest to match the interest 
rates on offer and there has been no loss of capital. 

Charitable Status
The company continues to meet the requirements for charitable status and incurred no liability for income tax on 
its earnings during the 2017-18 financial year.  

Health and safety
NZRS’s health and safety policy sets out measures in place to provide a safe workplace and identify and manage 
any hazards. Staff participation in health and safety is a key objective under this policy. Health and safety training 
is provided as appropriate and a hazard register is also kept up to date.  There were no (0) Lost Time Injuries or 
Notifiable Events at NZRS during the 2017/18 financial year.  During the same period no (0) Near Miss and no (0) First 
Aid Cases were recorded. 
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The company’s vision is: “A better world through a better Internet.” 

This vision and the five strategic goals that follow from it provide the all-important focus for the company. Significant 
progress was made on delivering the key work items that support these goals.
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PROGRESS TOWARDS 
STRATEGIC GOALS

STRATEGIC GOAL 1

Deliver a world-class domain name service to registrars, their customers and all 
Internet users.

The company’s core operational systems performed well during the year, enabling achievement of the key metrics under 
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) with Domain Name Commission Limited (DNCL) in accordance with the relevant 
Operating Agreements (OA) between NZRS/INZ and DNCL/INZ. 

Service SLA requirement for availability Number of months SLA requirement met

DNS 100 12

This year we continued our multi-year review of our DNS and as part of that:

• The routers at all of our DNS sites were upgraded;

• We signed a contract with CIRA, the .CA registry, to serve .nz within their  global state-of-the-art infrastructure.

• We transitioned to a new DNSSEC signing architecture.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2

Deliver world-class registry services that continually improve.

Development of our registrar portal continues in order to maintain its role as the world leading product of its class. The 
portal continues to be a key element of our strategy to deliver valuable business intelligence to registrars in order to 
ensure that NZRS remains a preferred registry for its registrars. During this year we added several features, including 
those to allow registrars to define access for staff  and sharing our threat intelligence data, which assists registrars in 
keeping .nz clean and secure.

At the 2017 CENTR awards, NZRS were finalists in the “Above and Beyond Innovation” Category, “Contributor of the 
Year” category, and came second place overall for Registry of the Year.  

For the SRS system a number of changes were made:

• upgraded all our database servers, 

• deployed the new WHOIS server to production

• introduced Individual Registrant Privacy Option (IRPO) 

• updated the port 43 WHOIS to reduce the amount of registrant data returned.  

Service SLA requirement for availability Number of months SLA requirement met

SRS 99.90 11

WHOIS 99.90 12

The company’s core registration system performed well, with the exception of one small outage* in February,  all of the 
key metrics required by the SLA were achieved.

Additional work to support our registrars throughout the year included:

• .nz Registrar Conference in May.

• Constructed the Register Size Prediction model to predict domain retention and forecast new creates.

• Launched .nz CAKE awards. Sending a cake to a Registrar as recognition when exceptional Care, Attention, 
Knowledge and Excellence is displayed.

• Created the opportunity for Registrars and Re-sellers to engage in learning via live E-Learning sessions.

* https://status.nzrs.net.nz/incidents/09w9z9xdhmlc
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STRATEGIC GOAL 4

Develop our services and technology within a long term evolutionary framework to 
meet the future needs of Internet users.

The research team developed a technique to classify registrants into Person or Organization using advanced text 
analysis tools that enhances our understanding of the .nz register and proved useful for other purposes, like analyzing 
the prevalence of IRPO option among individual registrations. As part of our commitment for a more secure .nz 
namespace, the research team also started the collection and analysis of SSL certificates for websites within .nz, to track 
deployment of HTTPS and identify trends.

After the initial release of Peak Domain Analytics to a small number of customers for usability feedback at the start 
of the year, a significant upgrade of the user interface and work flows was undertaken.  Further feedback was then 
sought from registrars on their preferred sign-up and sales work flows. These were then incorporated into the product.  
Preparations then began for a final release product with security hardening and integration with our backend billing 
systems.  With the organisational changes the next release to registrars was put on hold, but is planned for 2018/19.

The National Broadband Map saw continuing development with additional data from wireless broadband providers 
being added during the year. The way the map displays broadband speeds was also updated, responding to Commerce 
Commission requirements.

STRATEGIC GOAL 5

Deliver, in partnership with DNCL, a successful long-term strategy for .nz.

The key activity for the year was the introduction of the Individual Registrant Privacy Option (IRPO) to the SRS and 
every Registrar was required to offer it by 28 March 2018. IRPO gives individual registrants who are not in trade the 
option to choose to withhold their phone number and contact address from publicly appearing in the domain registrant 
search. 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3

Support InternetNZ through tangible contributions of income, governance and 
management resources, and expert knowledge.

Our key contribution over this year was again financial through dividend payments while contribution in other areas 
grows. NZRS is a strong supporter of greater group integration at a strategic and cultural level and has both initiated 
and supported key group initiatives that develop its future strategy, communicate the work of the group and build 
stronger relationships with key stakeholders.
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Annual register growth 

Rolling annual growth as a %
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Year Number of registrars

2018 91

2017 89

2016 88

2015 89

2014 85

2013 82

Registrars

The number of registrars grew by two over the year, while market consolidation continued. Of the 91 authorised 
registrars shown above there are only 63 different owning groups.

Registrars by portfolio size
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All table figures are in 000’s 

2017-18 was another all round good year for NZRS, with a growing register of domains, increased revenue, decreased 
expenses, increased profit and increased dividend.

FY 12/13 FY 13/14 FY 14/15 FY 15/16 FY 16/17 FY 17/18

Domain name 
revenue

$7,703 $8,195 $8,712 $9,810 $10,058 $10,504

Expenses $4,869 $5,396 $6,307 $6,296 $6,157 $6,200

Net profit 
after tax

$3,121 $3,101 $2,724 $3,874 $4,268 $4,685

Dividend $3,829 $2,560 $2,756 $4,171 $4,334 $4,728

DNCL fee $1,411 $1,496 $1,870 $1,870 $1,870 $1,870

Domain 
names

526 549 632 656 682 706

Financial summary
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Over the 2017-18 financial year, income once again exceeded $10m, while the register experienced continued growth 
reaching 706,477 Domain names by the end of the year.

NZRS receives interest income on funds invested, with the majority of these funds representing prepaid domain name 
fees.  The increasing number of domain names results in the amount of prepaid domain name fees increasing each 
year.

NZRS manages these funds under company policies (Liquidity, Treasury, Reserves and Dividend) that recognise the 
legal, commercial and fiduciary obligations to maintain those funds and invest them in a prudent manner.  

FY 12/13 FY 13/14 FY 14/15 FY 15/16 FY 16/17 FY 17/18

Domain name 
revenue

$7,703 $8,195 $8,712 $9,810 $10,058 $10,504

Interest  
received

$287 $303 $320 $362 $312 $327

Domain 
names 

526 549 632 656 682 706

All table figures are in 000’s

Income and domain names
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For several years our expenditure grew as we invested in new services and responded to policy changes, including the 
introduction of EPP, Internationalised Domain Names, DNSSEC, Registrar Portal and opening the second level. With the 
policy for .nz largely complete and efficiency gains being actively pursued, our expenditure has begun to decline. 

Consequently, the dividend paid to InternetNZ in the 2017-18 financial year was up again from the previous year.  The 
DNCL fee remained at the same amount as the previous three years.

NZRS has not paid income tax for the 2009-2010 through to 2017-2018 years as a result of our charitable status.

FY 12/13 FY 13/14 FY 14/15 FY 15/16 FY 16/17 FY 17/18

Expenses (excl. DNCL) $3,458 $3,900 $4,438 $4,427 $4,287 $4,330

DNCL fee $1,411 $1,495 $1,870 $1,870 $1,870 $1,870

InternetNZ dividend $3,829 $2,560 $2,756 $4,171 $4,334 $4,728

Change in retained 
earnings  

(excl. interest)

($994) $239 ($351) ($656) ($379) ($370)

Tax $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

All table figures are in 000’s

Application of revenue
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The role of the Board

The Board’s role is to effectively represent and promote the interests of the shareholder with a view to adding 
long-term value to the company while respecting the interests of a wide range of stakeholders within the context 
of the company’s ownership and the shareholder’s objectives.   

The Board is responsible for the overall direction and control of the company’s activities, and its key 
responsibilities include the following:

• Establishment of goals and strategies with associated business plans

• Monitoring company performance against budget and other performance measures

• Ensuring integrity in reporting 

• Communications with the shareholder on a regular basis through an annual Company Plan, Annual Report  
 and quarterly reporting, and other reporting as requested by the shareholder

• Implementation of policies to enhance company performance

• Identifying and managing business risks, including statutory compliance

• Ensuring appropriate internal controls and the quality and independence of the external audit function

• Monitoring management and its performance, including Chief Executive appointment, review,    
 development, succession planning and delegations

• Fostering a company culture that requires directors, management and every staff member to adhere to   
 high standards of ethics and corporate behaviour.

 
Board structure

The directors of NZRS Ltd are appointed by the shareholder Internet New Zealand Incorporated.  Each year 
directors retire by rotation and may, if they so desire, make themselves available for re-appointment.  Board 
membership currently consists of five non-executive directors.  

 
Board operations and policies

The NZRS Ltd Board meets regularly and policies are in place to ensure these meetings are subject to formal 
agendas and reporting procedures.   

The Board has adopted a Governance Policy, incorporating the following Good Governance Principles which 
collectively document the Board’s role and responsibilities, and deal with principles and processes associated 
with independence and conflicts of interest, Board committees and procedures, reporting and disclosure, risk 
management, and relationships with the shareholder and stakeholders.
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Good governance principles 
 
1. Ethical standards  
The directors of the company observe and foster high ethical standards. 
 
2. Board composition and performance 
The Board works with the shareholder to ensure there is a balance of independence, skills, knowledge, experience 
and perspectives among directors so that the Board works effectively.

The Board seeks, in conjunction with its shareholder, to maintain a balance of directors with complementary skills 
and business experience and who will contribute to the Board in a positive and constructive manner, while acting 
with the highest levels of integrity and professionalism.   Newly appointed directors undergo an induction process 
which includes the provision of all relevant documentation.   

Directors are encouraged to belong to appropriate professional organisations and to participate in ongoing 
training and development relevant to their governance responsibilities. 
 
3. Board committees 
The Board utilises committees where this enhances its effectiveness in key areas while retaining board 
responsibility. 

The Board has formally constituted one standing Board Committee:

Audit and Risk Committee – membership consists of all Board members. The Committee is regulated by approved 
Terms of Reference that address membership, functions and responsibilities, authorities and reporting procedures.  
The Committee is chaired by a director who is not the Board Chair.  The Committee monitors the company’s risk 
management processes, oversees the findings of the company’s external auditors and reviews undertaken by 
other professional advisers, and monitors the company’s legislative compliance. 
 
4. Reporting and disclosure 
The Board demands integrity both in financial reporting and in the timeliness and balance of disclosure on the 
company’s affairs. 
 
5. Remuneration 
The Board has an objective of the remuneration of directors being transparent, fair and reasonable. 
 
6. Risk management 
The Board regularly verifies that the company has appropriate processes that identify and manage potential and 
relevant risks. 
 
7. Auditors 
The Board ensures the quality and integrity of the external audit process. 
 
8. Shareholder relations 
The Board fosters a constructive relationship with the shareholder InternetNZ, ensures it understands their 
objectives and encourages them to engage with the company in an appropriate manner. 
 
9. Stakeholder interests 
The Board respects the interests of the company’s wide range of stakeholders within the context of the 
company’s ownership, its fundamental purpose and its role in managing a key component of New Zealand’s 
infrastructure.
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Richard Currey (Chair until September 2017) 
 
Richard is an IT consultant and was previously the Strategic Solutions Director for Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise NZ. He has provided ICT consultancy and strategic management to a 
number of large enterprises and has been appointed as an Acting Chief Executive for an 
NGO. He also has considerable small business skills having started a successful website and 
multimedia company specialising in e-commerce and database driven solutions. Richard has 
also worked extensively in the Financial Services industry in senior Treasury roles.
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Linda Robertson (Chair from September 2017) 
 
Linda is a professional director with over 30 years’ experience in the NZ finance sector 
having worked both in both banking and the corporate environment. In the corporate 
environment she has worked predominately in the energy sector and has held various senior 
management roles encompassing, treasury, credit management, audit, risk management 
and insurance. She was most recently Group Manager Treasury & Procurement at Meridian 
Energy Ltd.  Linda also has extensive governance experience serving on Boards and Audit 
& Risk Committees including previous roles on the Board of New Zealand Post, Kiwi Bank, 
Speirs Group and the Earthquake Commission and she was also a member of Audit & 
Risk Committee of Inland Revenue and Chaired the Audit & Risk Committee of Statistics 
New Zealand.  Current governance positions include; Chair, Audit & Risk Committee, 
Central Otago District Council, Member of Audit and Risk Committee of Ministry of Social 
Development, Dunedin City Holdings and Dunedin City Treasury, Member of the Technical 
Advisory Committee of the New Zealand Export Credit Office, Director of King Country 
Energy Ltd, Director of NZPM Group, Director of Crown Irrigation Investments, Director of 
Auckland Council Investments and Director of Local Government Funding Agency. 

She is a Certified Treasury Professional, a Fellow of the Institute of Finance Professionals 
New Zealand (INFINZ), a Fellow of Governance New Zealand (previously Institute of 
Chartered Secretaries and Administrators), a Chartered Fellow of the New Zealand Institute 
of Directors and a Graduate Member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.  Linda 
has a Bachelor of Commerce Degree and a Diploma in Banking.
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Mark Vivian 
 
Mark is a Partner with Movac, the Wellington-based venture capital firm. He has created and 
grown successful businesses in New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States, 
and experienced two highly successful IPOs on the NASDAQ and London Stock Exchange. 
Mark also founded KEA, an award-winning organisation harnessing New Zealand’s expat 
community, and worked with New Zealand businesses to access global markets. He held 
senior management positions with the New Zealand Rugby Union, and is a former Chairman 
of the Wellington Sevens. Mark is currently a Director of Movac Fund 4 Custodial Limited, 
1Above Limited, New Ground Media Limited, Board Advisor TourWriter, Board Advisor Kiwi 
Landing Pad, Board Advisor Frank Executive, and is an investor in a number of privately-held 
New Zealand companies. He is also a Trustee of the Young Enterprise Trust, Brooklyn School 
and Scots College.
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David Wright (Chair, Audit and Risk Committee) 
 
David is a professional company director and business consultant. He has held Chief Executive 
and senior management positions in the primary production, transport and electricity sectors 
across both the private and state sectors. His previous appointments include Director of the 
Land Transport Safety Authority, a role that included oversight of New Zealand’s motor vehicle 
and driver licence registries. His current governance roles include Chair of Air Rescue Group, 
Director of WEL Networks Ltd, Director of Wellington Water Ltd, Board Advisor of Global 
Safety Index Pty Ltd and Establishment Chair, Solomon Islands Airport Corporation Ltd.

Brenda Wallace 
 
Brenda is a developer at Rabid, involved in a social enterprise startup in Wellington, and a 
council member for InternetNZ. She was previously a Production Engineer at Weta Digital. 
She has worked in technical and team lead roles in Open source, mobile telecommunications, 
and electricity generation.
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Level 11  
80 Boulcott Street 
Wellington 6011

P.O. Box 11-881 
Wellington 6142 
New Zealand 

Phone: 04 555 0123

www.internetnz.net.nz 

NZRS operates and manages the registration of .nz domain 
names and the operation of the .nz Domain Name System 
(DNS).  We also operate the National Broadband Map.

NZRS is 100% owned by InternetNZ, the membership society 
that protects and promotes the Internet.  InternetNZ is the 
manager of the .nz country code, recognised as such by 
ICANN, and has delegated the running of .nz to us and DNCL, 
also a 100% owned subsidiary.  

This report can be found on InternetNZ website.

@dotNZ                @dotNZ 
@BroadbandMapNZ      @broadbandmapnz 


